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Abstract
We explicitly derive, following a Noether-like approach, the criteria for preserving Poincare´
invariance in noncommutative gauge theories. Using these criteria we discuss the various
spacetime symmetries in such theories. It is shown that, interpreted appropriately, Poincare´
invariance holds. The analysis is performed in both the commutative as well as noncommu-
tative descriptions and a compatibility between the two is also established.
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1 Introduction
The issue of Lorentz symmetry in a noncommutative field theory has been debated [1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] seriously, but it still remains a challenge leading to fresh insights [11, 12]. The
problem stems from the fact that pointwise multiplication of operators is replaced by a star
multiplication:
A(x)B(x)→ A(x) ⋆ B(x), (1)
which is defined as1
A(x) ⋆ B(x) = exp
(
i
2
θαβ∂α∂
′
β
)
A(x)B(x′)
∣∣∣∣
x′=x
, (2)
where θαβ is a constant anti-symmetric object. Hence the ordinarily vanishing commutators
among spacetime coordinates acquire a non-trivial form:
[xµ, xν ]→ [xµ, xν ]⋆ ≡ x
µ ⋆ xν − xν ⋆ xµ = iθµν . (3)
Since θµν is constant, theories defined on such a noncommutative spacetime are considered to
violate Lorentz invariance.
1This is the so called canonical definition. There are other realizations like the Lie-algebra valued structure
or the q-deformed structure [13].
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Nevertheless, in spite of this vexing problem, the basic issues of noncommutative field the-
ory, like unitarity [14], causality [15], mixing of UV/IR divergences [16], anomalies [17, 18, 19]
are discussed in a formally Lorentz-invariant manner, using the representaion of Poincare´ al-
gebra. To achieve a reconciliation, therefore, it is essential to obtain a conceptually cleaner
understanding of Lorentz symmetry and its interpretaion in the noncommutative context. The
aim of the present paper is precisely to provide such a study.
We adopt a Noether-like approach2 to analyse the various spacetime symmetries of noncom-
mutative electrodynamics. This paper deals with the classical (non-quantized) electromagnetic
field. Although the present study is confined to the U(1) group, it can be extended to other
(non-Abelian) groups. Since θµν is a constant, it appears as a background field in noncommu-
tative electrodynamics. The Noether analysis, which is usually done for dynamical variables, is
reformulated to include background fields. Now there are two possibilities for a constant θµν.
It may either be the same constant in all frames or it may transform as a second-rank tensor,
taking different constant values in different frames. It is found that although the criterion for
preserving translational invariance is the same in both cases, the criterion for Lorentz invariance
(invariance under rotations and boosts) is different. An explicit computation shows that the
criterion for Lorentz symmetry is satisfied only when θµν transforms as a tensor. Translational
invariance is always satisfied. We also show that the transformations are dynamically consis-
tent since the Noether charges correctly generate the transformations of an arbitrary function of
canonical variables. Also, these charges satisfy the appropriate Lie brackets among themselves.
As is well known, noncommutative electrodynamics can be studied in two formulations;
either in terms of the original noncommutative variables or, alternatively, in terms of its com-
mutative equivalents obtained by using the Seiberg–Witten maps [20]. Our analysis has been
carried out in both formulations, up to first order in θ. A complete equivalence among the
results has also been established. This is rather non-trivial since there are examples where this
equivalence does not hold. For example, the IR problem found in noncommutative field theory
[21, 22] is absent in the commutative-variable approach [23], revealing an inequivalence, at least
on a perturbative level.
It is reassuring to note that an important feature [6] of quantum field theory on 4-dimensional
noncommutative spacetime, namely, the invariance for a constant non-transforming θ under the
SO(1, 1)× SO(2) subgroup of Lorentz group is reproduced by the criteria found here. This has
been shown in both the commutative and noncommutative descriptions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, the occurrence of noncommutative algebra in
various approaches and their possible connections is briefly reviewed. In Sec. 3, the implications
of Lorentz symmetry in a toy model comprising a usual Maxwell field coupled to an external
source are discussed. Sections 4 and 5 provide a detailed account of Lorentz symmetry in
noncommutative electrodynamics, first in the commutative-variable approach and then in terms
of noncommutative variables, respectively. Concluding remarks are left for Sec. 6.
2 A brief review of noncommutative algebra
We start by briefly reviewing Snyder’s algebra [24]. The special theory of relativity may be
based on the invariance of the indefinite quadratic form
S2 = (x0)2 − (x1)2 − (x2)2 − (x3)2 = −xµx
µ (4)
for transformation from one inertial frame to another. We shall use (−,+,+,+) signature for
the flat Minkowski metric ηµν . It is usually assumed that the variables x
µ take on a continuum
2A somewhat similar approach, but with a different viewpoint, was followed in Ref. [3].
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of values and that they may take on these values simultaneously. Snyder considered a different
situation. He considered Hermitian operators, xµ, for the spacetime coordinates of a particular
Lorentz frame. He further assumed that the spectra of spacetime coordinate operators xµ are
invariant under Lorentz transformations. The later assumption is evidently satisfied by the
usual spacetime continuum, however it is not the only solution. Snyder showed that there
exists a Lorentz-invariant spacetime in which there is a natural unit of length.
To find operators xµ possessing Lorentz-invariant spectra, Snyder considered the homoge-
neous quadratic form
−(y)2 = (y0)
2 − (y1)
2 − (y2)
2 − (y3)
2 − (y4)
2 = −yµy
µ − (y4)
2, (5)
in which y’s are assumed to be real variables. Now xµ are defined by means of the infinitesimal
elements of the group under which quadratic form (5) is invariant. The xµ are taken as
xµ = ia
(
y4
∂
∂yµ
− yµ
∂
∂y4
)
, (6)
in which a is the natural unit of length. These operators are assumed to be Hermitian and
operate on the single-valued functions of yµ, y4. The spectra of x
i, i = 1, 2, 3, are discrete, but
x0 has a continuous spectrum extending from −∞ to +∞. Transformations which leave the
quadratic form (5) and y4 invariant are covariant Lorentz transformations on the variables y1,
y2, y3 and y0, and these transformations induce contravariant Lorentz transformations in x
µ.
Now six additional operators are defined as
Mµν = −i
(
yµ
∂
∂yν
− yν
∂
∂yµ
)
, (7)
which are the infinitesimal elements of the four-dimensional Lorentz group. The ten operators
defined in Eqs. (6) and (7) have the following commutation relations:
[xµ,xν ] = ia2Mµν , (8)[
Mµν ,xλ
]
= i
(
xµηνλ − xνηµλ
)
, (9)[
Mµν ,Mαβ
]
= i
(
Mµβηνα −Mµαηνβ +Mναηµβ −M νβηµα
)
. (10)
The Lorentz SO(3, 1) symmetry given in Eq. (10) is extended to SO(4, 1) symmetry specified
by Eqs. (8)–(10).
Since the position operators xi have discrete spectra, we can understand it in terms of a
non-zero minimal uncertainty in positions. It is possible to obtain the space part of Snyder
algebra by considering the generalized Heisenberg algebra3 (with ~ = 1):[
xi,pj
]
= iδij
√
1 + a2pkpk, (11)
which implies non-zero minimal uncertainties in position coordinates, and preserves the rota-
tional symmetry. Representing the generalized Heisenberg algebra on momentum wave functions
ψ(p) = 〈p|ψ〉,
piψ(p) = piψ(p), (12)
xiψ(p) = i
√
1 + a2pkpk∂piψ(p), (13)
3The space part of Snyder algebra can also be obtained from another generalized Heisenberg algebra considered
in Ref. [25].
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we get the commutation relation among the position operators:
[xi,xj] = −a
2
(
pi∂pj − pj∂pi
)
≡ ia2M ij, (14)
where we have defined
M ij = i
(
pi∂pj − pj∂pi
)
. (15)
Thus we have
[M ij,xk] = i (xiδjk − xjδik) , (16)
[M ij,M kl] = i (M ilδjk −M ikδjl +M jkδil −M jlδik) . (17)
The algebra (14), (16) and (17) exactly reproduces the space part of the Snyder algebra (8)–(10).
Doplicher et al. [26, 27] proposed a new algebra (DFR algebra) of a noncommutative space-
time through considerations on the spacetime uncertainty relations derived from quantum me-
chanics and general relativity. This algebra defines a Lorentz-invariant noncommutative space-
time different from Snyder’s quantized spacetime. Their algebra is given by
[xµ,xν ] = iθµν , (18)[
θµν ,xλ
]
= 0, (19)[
θµν ,θαβ
]
= 0. (20)
Recently, Carlson et al. [4] rederived this DFR algebra by “contraction” of Snyder’s algebra.
For that they considered
Mµν =
1
b
θµν , (21)
and the limits b → 0, a → 0 with the ratio of a2 and b held fixed: (a2/b) → 1. The result of
this contraction is the algebra given by Eqs. (18)–(20). It also follows that[
Mµν ,θαβ
]
= i
(
θµβηνα + θναηµβ − θµαηνβ − θνβηµα
)
. (22)
Since a → 0 is a part of the limit, the contracted algebra corresponds to a continuum limit of
Snyder’s quantized spacetime.
The validity of this contraction process is questionable. Let us recall the familiar contractions
of the group SO(3) to the group E2, and of the Poincare´ group to the Galilean group. In the limit
of infinite radius, SO(3), which is the symmetry group of the surface of the sphere, contracts
to E2, the symmetry group of a plane. Likewise, in the low-velocity limit, the Poincare´ group
contracts to the Galilean group. These contractions involve taking limit of one parameter only
whereas the above mentioned contraction of Snyder algebra to DFR algebra is achieved by taking
limits of two parameters, a→ 0 and b→ 0. Furthermore, in the standard group contraction we
can identify a mapping among the generators of the two groups, but in the mapping (21), θµν
is not a generator associated with any symmetry group. In this context, therefore, we agree
with Kase et al. [5] that there is no connection between the two algebras.
In this paper we shall consider noncommutative electrodynamics which is obtained by a
standard deformation of the usual (commutative) Maxwell theory, replacing pointwise multipli-
cation by a star multiplication defined by Eq. (2). We shall show in what precise sense Lorentz
symmetry is interpreted to be valid, or otherwise. To facilitate our analysis we first develop the
formulation in the context of a simple toy model.
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3 A toy model
We know from Noether’s theorem that the invariance of action under a symmetry group, and
a spacetime transformation in particular, implies the existence of a current Jµ satisfying a
continuity equation ∂µJ
µ = 0. We shall now investigate what happens when the action contains
vector or tensor parameters which are not included in the configuration space, i.e., there are
external vector or tensor parameters in the theory. Before we consider the noncommutative
Maxwell theory, which contains a tensor parameter θαβ, it will be advantageous to first start
with a simpler case.
We consider ordinary Maxwell theory with the potential coupled to an external source:
S ≡
∫
d4xL = −
∫
d4x
(
1
4
FµνF
µν + jµAµ
)
. (23)
Here jµ is taken to be a constant vector, i.e., it is constant but transforms as a vector when we
go from one coordinate frame to another.4 Here we would like to mention that for the realistic
current sources, jµ corresponds to a vector function which is localized in space. In this sense,
therefore, jµ should be treated as a hypothetical source as it has been taken to be constant
throughout. We are just interested in studying the Lorentz-transformation property of this
system.
Let us consider an infinitesimal transformation of the coordinate system:
xµ → x′µ = xµ + δxµ, (24)
under which Aµ and jµ transform as
Aµ(x)→ A′µ(x′) = Aµ(x) + δAµ(x), (25)
jµ → j′µ = jµ + δjµ. (26)
The change in the action resulting from these transformations is
δS =
∫
Ω′
d4x′ L
(
A′ν(x
′), ∂′µA
′
ν(x
′); j′ν
)
−
∫
Ω
d4xL (Aν(x), ∂µAν(x); jν) , (27)
where Ω is an arbitrarily large closed region of spacetime and Ω′ being the transform of Ω under
the coordinate change (24). The above change in action can be rewritten as
δS =
∫
Ω
d4x
[
L
(
A′ν(x), ∂µA
′
ν(x); j
′
ν
)
−L (Aν(x), ∂µAν(x); jν)
]
+
∫
Ω′−Ω
d4xL
(
A′ν(x), ∂µA
′
ν(x); j
′
ν
)
. (28)
The last term, an integral over the infinitesimal volume Ω′ − Ω, can be written as an integral
over the boundary ∂Ω:∫
Ω′−Ω
d4xL
(
A′ν , ∂µA
′
ν ; j
′
ν
)
=
∫
∂Ω
dSλ δx
λ
L (Aν , ∂µAν ; jν)
=
∫
Ω
d4x ∂λ
[
δxλL (Aν , ∂µAν ; jν)
]
, (29)
4Later we shall also consider the case where jµ does not transform like a vector but is fixed for all frames. In
that case, one expects that the Lorentz invariance of the action will not be preserved.
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where Gauss theorem has been used in the last step. For any function f(x), we can write
δf = f ′(x′)− f(x) = δ0f + δx
µ∂µf, (30)
where δ0f = f
′(x) − f(x) is the functional change. Note that since we have taken jµ to be
constant, δ0j
µ = δjµ. Now we have
L
(
A′ν(x), ∂µA
′
ν(x); j
′
ν
)
−L (Aν(x), ∂µAν(x); jν)
=
∂L
∂Aν
δ0Aν +
∂L
∂(∂µAν)
δ0∂µAν +
∂L
∂jν
δjν . (31)
Using the equation of motion
∂L
∂Aν
− ∂µ
(
∂L
∂(∂µAν)
)
= 0, (32)
and the relations (29) and (31), we can cast Eq. (28) as
δS =
∫
Ω
d4x
[
∂µ
(
L δxµ +
∂L
∂(∂µAν)
δ0Aν
)
+
∂L
∂jν
δjν
]
.
In view of Eq. (30), we can write5
δS =
∫
d4x
[
∂µ
(
∂L
∂(∂µAν)
δAν − T
µνδxν
)
+
∂L
∂jν
δjν
]
, (33)
where T µν is the canonical energy–momentum tensor defined by
T µν =
∂L
∂(∂µAσ)
∂νAσ − η
µν
L . (34)
For spacetime translations, δxµ = aµ, a constant, while δAµ = 0 and δjµ = 0. So the
invariance of the action under translations implies∫
d4x (∂µT
µν)aν = 0.
Since it is true for arbitrary aν , we must have
∂µT
µν = 0. (35)
This is the criterion for translational invariance of the action.
In the case of infinitesimal Lorentz transformations (rotations and boosts), δxµ = ωµνx
ν ,
δAµ = ωµνA
ν and δjµ = ωµνj
ν , where ωµν is constant and anti-symmetric. So the invariance
of the action implies∫
d4x
[
∂µ
(
∂L
∂(∂µAλ)
Aρ −
∂L
∂(∂µAρ)
Aλ − T µλxρ + T µρxλ
)
+
∂L
∂jλ
jρ −
∂L
∂jρ
jλ
]
ωλρ = 0.
Since it is true for arbitrary ωλρ, we must have
∂µM
µλρ +
∂L
∂jλ
jρ −
∂L
∂jρ
jλ = 0, (36)
5Now onwards we drop the explicit display of Ω as we take this to correspond to entire spacetime in a suitable
limit.
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where
Mµλρ =
∂L
∂(∂µAλ)
Aρ −
∂L
∂(∂µAρ)
Aλ − T µλxρ + T µρxλ. (37)
Therefore, the criterion for Lorentz invariance of the action is
∂µM
µλρ −Aλjρ +Aρjλ = 0. (38)
Now we shall obtain the criteria for translational invariance and Lorentz invariance of the
action when jµ is not a genuine vector but has the same constant value in all frames. In that
case we have δjµ = 0 not only under translations but also under Lorentz transformations.
Therefore the last term inside the parentheses on the right-hand side of Eq. (33) drops out and
the criteria for the invariance of the action turn out to be
∂µT
µν = 0, (39)
∂µM
µλρ = 0. (40)
Thus, the criterion for translational invariance is the same irrespective of whether jµ is a genuine
vector or not. However, this is not the case with the criterion for Lorentz invariance.
Now we shall explicitly evaluate ∂µT
µν and ∂µM
µλρ for our toy model (23). This will
obviously be independent of whether jµ transforms like a vector or not. Using
∂νL =
∂L
∂Aρ
∂νAρ +
∂L
∂(∂κAρ)
∂ν∂κAρ,
the equation of motion (32), and the definition (34) of energy–momentum tensor, we find
∂µT
µν = 0. (41)
Also, using the equation of motion (32), Eq. (41) and the defintion (37) of Mµλρ, we find for
our theory (23) that
∂µM
µλρ = Aλjρ −Aρjλ. (42)
As mentioned earlier, the results (41) and (42) do not depend whether jµ transforms like a
vector or not.
We have seen that the criterion for translational invariance is the same, ∂µT
µν = 0, in both
the cases, independent of whether jµ transforms like a vector or not. This is satisfied in view of
Eq. (41), thereby indicating that our toy model has translational invariance in both the cases.
However, the criterion for Lorentz invariance is different in the two cases—see Eqs. (38) and
(40)—whereas what we have actually found is given by Eq. (42). Since this agrees with the
criterion (38), our model has Lorentz invariance only when jµ transforms like a vector, and not
in the other case.
We shall now show that using the Noether charges
Pµ =
∫
d3xT 0µ, Jµν =
∫
d3xM0µν , (43)
and the canonical equal-time Poisson brackets {Aµ(t,x), π
ν(t,y)} = δνµδ
3(x−y), we can generate
the transformations of the dynamical variables Ai and π
i:
{Ai, QV } = LVAi,
{
πi, QV
}
= LV π
i, (44)
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where Q∂µ = Pµ, Qx[µ∂ν] = Jµν and LVAi stands for the Lie derivative
6 of the field Ai with
respect to the vector field V associated with the charge QV .
The canonical momenta of the theory are
π0 =
∂L
∂(∂0A0)
= 0, (45)
πi =
∂L
∂(∂0Ai)
= F i0. (46)
It follows from the definitions (34) and (37) that
T 00 = πi∂iA
0 −
1
2
πiπi −
1
4
FijF
ij − jµAµ, (47)
T 0i = πj∂iAj, (48)
M00i = −T 00xi − πiA0 + x0πj∂iAj , (49)
M0ij = πiAj − xjπk∂iAk − π
jAi + xiπk∂jAk, (50)
where we have used Eq. (46) to eliminate velocities in favour of momenta. Now we compute
the Poisson brackets of the field Ai with the charges:
{Ai, Pj} = ∂jAi, (51)
{Ai, P0} = ∂iA0 + πi = ∂0Ai, (52)
{Ai, Jkl} = ηikAl − xl∂kAi − ηilAk + xk∂lAi, (53)
{Ai, J0l} = −xl (∂iA0 + πi)− ηilA0 + x0∂lAi = −xl∂0Ai − ηilA0 + x0∂lAi, (54)
where the definition (46) of momenta has been used in the second steps of Eqs. (52) and (54).
Since
L∂µAi = ∂µAi, (55)
Lx[µ∂ν]Ai = ηiµAν − xν∂µAi − ηiνAµ + xµ∂νAi, (56)
it follows that
{Ai, Pµ} = L∂µAi, {Ai, Jµν} = Lx[µ∂ν]Ai. (57)
The brackets of the momenta πi with the charges are
{πi, Pj} = ∂jπi, (58)
{πi, P0} = ∂kF
k
i − ji = ∂0πi, (59)
{πi, Jkl} = ηikπl − xl∂kπi − ηilπk + xk∂lπi, (60)
{πi, J0l} = −xl
(
∂kF
k
i − ji
)
+ x0∂lπi − Fli = −xl∂0πi + x0∂lπi − Fli, (61)
where, in the second steps of Eqs. (59) and (61), we have used ∂0π
i = ∂kF
ki − ji which is a
consequence of the equation of motion (32):
∂µF
µν − jν = 0 (62)
⇒ ∂0F
0i + ∂kF
ki − ji = −∂0π
i + ∂kF
ki − ji = 0.
6If Wα...βµ...ν (x) → W
′α...β
µ...ν (x
′) for an arbitrary tensor field under the infinitesimal transformation xµ → x′µ =
xµ − bV µ, then the Lie derivative of W (x) with respect to the vector field V (x) = V µ(x)∂µ is defined as
(LVW )
α...β
µ...ν
(x) = lim
b→0
1
b
(
W
′α...β
µ...ν (x)−W
α...β
µ...ν (x)
)
.
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Since7
L∂µπi = ∂µπi, (63)
Lx[k∂l]πi = ηikπl − xl∂kπi − ηilπk + xk∂lπi, (64)
L(x0∂l−xl∂0)πi = −xl∂0πi + x0∂lπi − Fli, (65)
it follows that
{πi, Pµ} = L∂µπi, {πi, Jµν} = Lx[µ∂ν]πi. (66)
Hence we have shown that Eq. (44) is indeed satisfied.
We also find that
{Pi, Pj} = 0, (67)
{Pi, Jkl} = ηikPl − ηilPk, (68)
{Jij , Jkl} = ηjkJil + ηilJjk − ηikJjl − ηjlJik. (69)
Now it follows that restricting to kinematical generators (Pi and Jij) only, we have
{QU , QV } = Q[U,V ]. (70)
Thus we see that although ∂0QV 6= 0 (for rotations and boosts), we still have Eqs. (44) and
(70). This is necessary for establishing the dynamical consistency of the transformations.
It should be stressed that the Hamiltonian approach violates manifest Lorentz invariance.
The fact that it gets restored is thus quite non-trivial. A possible way to see the manifest
violation is through Eq. (45). Within the Hamiltonian formulation, however, this equation
really is a primary constraint and the equality is only “weakly” valid [28]. Time-conserving the
primary constraint leads to a secondary (Gauss) constraint. This is basically the zero-component
of the equation of motion (62), expressed in phase-space variables:
∂iπ
i − j0 ≈ 0. (71)
There are no further constraints. These constraints do not affect the realization of the 3D
Euclidean symmetry (67)–(69).
4 Noncommutative electrodynamics: commutative-variable ap-
proach
We now generalize the case of vector source considered in the previous section to anti-symmetric
tensor “source” θµν . We take the noncommutative Maxwell theory:
Ŝ = −
1
4
∫
d4x
(
F̂µν ⋆ F̂
µν
)
, (72)
where the noncommutative field strength is
F̂µν = ∂µÂν − ∂νÂµ − i
[
Âµ, Âν
]
⋆
. (73)
7It is perhaps worthwhile to mention that while computing the Lie derivative of pii, one should keep in mind
that pii are not the components of a 4-vector. Rather, pii are the components of a tensor, pii = F i0.
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On applying the Seiberg–Witten maps [20],
Âµ = Aµ −
1
2
θαβAα (∂βAµ + Fβµ) +O(θ
2), (74)
F̂µν = Fµν − θ
αβ (Aα∂βFµν + FµαFβν) +O(θ
2), (75)
we get the effective theory in terms of usual (commutative) variables:
S = −
∫
d4x
[
1
4
FµνF
µν + θαβ
(
1
2
FµαFνβ +
1
8
FβαFµν
)
Fµν
]
+O(θ2), (76)
where a boundary term has been dropped in order to express it solely in terms of the field
strength. Although we have kept only linear terms in θ, our conclusions are expected to hold
for the full theory. The Euler–Lagrange equation of motion for this theory (in view of the fact
that L does not have explicit dependence on Aµ) is
∂ρ
(
∂L
∂(∂σAρ)
)
= 0. (77)
Popular noncommutative spacetime is characterized by a constant and fixed (same value
in all frames) noncommutativity parameter but here first we take θαβ to be a constant tensor
parameter, i.e., it is constant but transforms as a tensor under Poincare´ transfomations. Pro-
ceeding as in the previous section, we find that for spacetime translations, invariance of the
action implies, as before,
∂µT
µν = 0, (78)
with T µν defined as in (34), i.e.,
T µν =
∂L
∂(∂µAσ)
∂νAσ − η
µν
L . (79)
In case of infinitesimal Lorentz transformations, δxµ = ωµνx
ν , δAµ = ωµνA
ν and δθµν =
ωµαθ
α
ν − ωναθ
α
µ. With M
µλρ defined as in (37),
Mµλρ =
∂L
∂(∂µAλ)
Aρ −
∂L
∂(∂µAρ)
Aλ − T µλxρ + T µρxλ, (80)
the analogue of Eq. (36) turns out to be
∂µM
µλρ + 2
∂L
∂θαρ
θλα − 2
∂L
∂θαλ
θρα = 0, (81)
which, upon substituting
∂L
∂θαρ
= −
1
2
(
FµαF νρ +
1
4
F ραFµν
)
Fµν ,
gives us the criterion for Lorentz invariance of the action as
∂µM
µλρ − θλαFµν
(
FµαF νρ +
1
4
FµνF ρα
)
+ θραFµν
(
FµαF νλ +
1
4
FµνF λα
)
= 0. (82)
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In the case when θµν does not transform like a tensor but is fixed in all frames, we have
δθµν = 0 under translations and Lorentz transformations. In that case, the criteria for the
invariance of the action turn out to be
∂µT
µν = 0, (83)
∂µM
µλρ = 0, (84)
which are the exact analogues of the criteria (39) and (40).
Now we shall explicitly evaluate ∂µT
µν and ∂µM
µλρ for our model (76). We have
∂L
∂(∂σAρ)
= F ρσ+θασFµρFµα−θ
αρFµσFµα−
1
4
θρσFµνFµν+θ
αβ
(
F ραF
σ
β +
1
2
FβαF
ρσ
)
. (85)
Taking the derivative of Eq. (79) and using the equation of motion (77), yields
∂µT
µν = 0. (86)
Similarly, taking the derivative of Eq. (80), using Eqs. (77) and (86), and finally substituting
(85), we find
∂µM
µλρ = θλαFµν
(
FµαF νρ +
1
4
FµνF ρα
)
− θραFµν
(
FµαF νλ +
1
4
FµνF λα
)
. (87)
The results (86) and (87) do not depend on whether θµν transforms like a tensor or not.
We have seen that the criterion for translational invariance is the same, ∂µT
µν = 0, in
both the cases when θµν transforms like a tensor and when it does not. This is satisfied in
view of Eq. (86). However, the criterion for Lorentz invariance is different in the two cases—
see Eqs. (82) and (84)—and what we have actually found is given by Eq. (87). Therefore, as
expected, our theory has Lorentz invariance only when θµν transforms like a tensor, and not in
the other case. The Seiberg–Witten maps (74) and (75) have an explicit Lorentz-invariant form
provided that θ transforms like a Lorentz tensor, in accordance with the result found here.
As in the toy model, we now show that the Poisson bracket of the dynamical fields Ai
and πi with the charge is equal to the Lie derivative of the field with respect to the vector
field associated with the charge. As usual, the Hamiltonian formulation [29] is commenced by
computing the canonical momenta of the theory:
π0 = 0, (88)
πi = F i0 − θmn
(
F inF
0
m +
1
2
FnmF
0i
)
− θinFknF
0k − θ0n
(
F 0iF0n + F
miFmn
)
+ θ0i
(
1
4
FmnFmn −
1
2
F 0mF0m
)
. (89)
As before, Eq. (88) is interpreted as a primary constraint. Since the definition (89) of momenta
πi contains terms quadratic in “velocities”, it is highly non-trivial to invert this relation to
express velocities in terms of phase-space variables. Therefore, we now implement the condition8
θ0i = 0, which enables us to write down the velocities in terms of phase-space variables:
F i0 = πi − θmn
(
F inπm +
1
2
Fnmπ
i
)
− θinFknπk. (90)
8The simplifications achieved by this condition are well known in the Hamiltonian formulation of noncommuta-
tive gauge theories. It eliminates the higher-order time-derivatives so that the standard Hamiltonian prescription
can be adopted.
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It follows from the definitions of T µν (79) and Mµλρ (80) that
T 00 = πi∂iA
0 −
1
2
πiπi −
1
4
FijF
ij
− θij
(
1
2
FkiFmjF
km +
1
8
FjiFkmF
km −
1
4
Fjiπkπ
k − Fkjπiπ
k
)
, (91)
T 0i = πj∂iAj, (92)
M00i = −T 00xi − πiA0 + x0πj∂iAj , (93)
M0ij = πiAj − xjπk∂iAk − π
jAi + xiπk∂jAk, (94)
where we have used Eq. (90) to eliminate velocities in favour of momenta. Time-conserving the
primary constraint with the Hamiltonian
∫
d3xT 00 yields the Gauss constraint
∂iπ
i ≈ 0. (95)
There are no further constraints.
Now we find
{Ai, Pj} = ∂jAi, (96)
{Ai, P0} = ∂iA0 + πi − θi
nFmnπ
m − θmn
(
Finπm +
1
2
Fnmπi
)
, (97)
{Ai, Jkl} = ηikAl − ∂kAixl − ηilAk + ∂lAixk, (98)
{Ai, J0k} = −xk
[
∂iA0 + πi − θi
nFmnπ
m − θmn
(
Finπm +
1
2
Fnmπi
)]
+ ∂kAix0
− ηikA0. (99)
As in the toy model, here also we obtain
{Ai, QV } = LVAi,
{
πi, QV
}
= LV π
i. (100)
We find that algebra (67)–(69) is satisfied here also, which in turn implies that the condition
(70) holds, i.e., restricting to Pi and Jij , we have
{QU , QV } = Q[U,V ]. (101)
Finally, we would like to mention that there are certain choices of constant non-transforming
θ for which the Lorentz invariance can be partially restored. Let us get back to Eq. (3) which
characterizes the noncommutativity. Under Lorentz transformation, δxµ = ωµλx
λ, this equation
imposes the following restriction on non-transforming θ:
Ωµν ≡ ωµλθ
λν − ωνλθ
λµ = 0. (102)
There is no non-trivial solution of this set of equations. However, some subsets of this set of
equations are soluble. It can be easily seen that the equation
Ω01 ≡ ω02θ
21 + ω03θ
31 − ω12θ
20 − ω13θ
30 = 0
is satisfied for θ02 = θ03 = θ12 = θ13 = 0. This choice of θ also solves Ω23 = 0. Thus,
invariance under a rotation in 23-plane and under a boost in 1-direction can be restored (for
non-transforming θ) by choosing
{θµν} =

0 θe 0 0
−θe 0 0 0
0 0 0 θm
0 0 −θm 0
 . (103)
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Likewise it can be seen that the invariance under a rotation in 13-plane and under a boost in
2-direction is restored for θ01 = θ03 = θ12 = θ23 = 0, whereas for θ01 = θ02 = θ13 = θ23 = 0,
the invariance under a rotation in 12-plane and under a boost in 3-direction is restored. The
spacetime symmetry group for these choices of θ is [SO(1, 1)× SO(2)]⋊T4, where ⋊ represents
semi-direct product.
We now show that these results also follow from our analysis. We have shown that the
criterion for Lorentz invariance when θ does not transform is ∂µM
µλρ = 0, Eq. (84). For the
choice (103) of θ, Eq. (87) indeed gives ∂µM
µ23 = 0 and ∂µM
µ01 = 0. Similarly, our analysis
gives consistent results for the other choices of θ. It is worthwhile to mention that the choice
(103) has recently been studied [6, 9] and CPT theorem in noncommutative field theories has
been proved [6].
Noncommutative gauge theories in two dimensions are always Lorentz invariant, since, in
two dimensions, the noncommutativity parameter becomes proportional to the anti-symmetric
tensor εµν , which has the same value in all frames. Our analysis is also consistent with this
fact; in two dimensions, Eq. (87) gives ∂µM
µ01 = 0.
5 Noncommutative electrodynamics: noncommutative-variable
approach
Here we shall reconsider the analysis of the previous section, but in noncommutative variables.
However, as in the previous section, we again restrict ourselves to the first order in θ. In this
approximation, the original theory (72) reads
Ŝ = −
1
2
∫
d4x
[
∂µÂν
(
∂µÂν − ∂νÂµ
)
+ 2θαβ∂αÂ
µ∂βÂ
ν∂µÂν
]
. (104)
The change of Âµ under Poincare´ transformation is dictated by the noncommutativity parameter
θµν through the Seiberg–Witten map (74); Âµ will transform differently depending on whether
θµν transforms like a tensor or not. For spacetime translations, however, it does not matter;
δAµ = 0 and δθ
µν = 0 imply δÂµ = 0. Under Lorentz transformation, δAµ = ωµνA
ν , δFβµ =
ωβλF
λ
µ−ωµλF
λ
β, and δθµν = ωµαθ
α
ν−ωναθ
α
µ if θµν transforms as a tensor, otherwise δθµν = 0
if it does not transform. Therefore, for transforming θ, map (74) gives
δÂµ = ωµλÂ
λ, (105)
which is the expected noncommutative deformation of the standard transformation for a co-
variant vector. For non-transforming θ,
δÂµ = ωµλÂ
λ −
1
2
θαβωβλ
[
Âλ∂µÂα − Âα∂µÂ
λ − 2
(
Âλ∂αÂµ − Âα∂
λÂµ
)]
. (106)
Proceeding as in the case of toy model, we find that the change in action under spacetime
transformations is given by
δŜ =
∫
d4x
[
∂µ
(
∂L̂
∂(∂µÂν)
δÂν − T̂
µνδxν
)
+
∂L̂
∂θµν
δθµν
]
, (107)
where the canonical energy–momentum tensor is defined as
T̂ µν =
∂L̂
∂(∂µÂσ)
∂νÂσ − η
µν
L̂ . (108)
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Therefore, the criterion for translational invariance of the action, irrespective of whether θ
is a tensor or not, is
∂µT̂
µν = 0, (109)
since δAν = δθ
µν = 0. It follows from the definition (108) that the criterion (109) is indeed sat-
isfied once we use the equation of motion (Lagrangian density does not have explicit dependence
on Âµ)
∂µ
(
∂L̂
∂(∂µÂν)
)
= 0. (110)
This implies that the action (104) is invariant under translations.
In the case of transforming θ, the criterion of Lorentz invariance, using the transformation
(105), turns out to be
∂µM̂
µλρ −
(
∂µÂν − ∂νÂµ
)(
θλα∂
αÂµ∂ρÂν − θρα∂
αÂµ∂λÂν
)
= 0, (111)
where
M̂µλρ =
∂L̂
∂(∂µÂλ)
Âρ −
∂L̂
∂(∂µÂρ)
Âλ − T̂ µλxρ + T̂ µρxλ. (112)
On the other hand, using the transformation (106) for non-transforming θ, the invariance of the
action under Lorentz transformations demands
∂µM̂
µλρ −
1
2
θλα
(
∂µÂν − ∂νÂµ
)
∂µ
[
Âα(2∂ρÂν − ∂νÂρ)− Âρ
(
2∂αÂν − ∂νÂα
)]
+
1
2
θρα
(
∂µÂν − ∂νÂµ
)
∂µ
[
Âα(2∂λÂν − ∂νÂλ)− Âλ
(
2∂αÂν − ∂νÂα
)]
= 0. (113)
Next we compute ∂µM̂
µλρ from the definition (112). Using the equation of motion (110)
and
∂L̂
∂(∂µÂλ)
= ∂λÂµ − ∂µÂλ − θαβ∂αÂ
µ∂βÂ
λ − θµβ∂βÂ
ν
(
∂λÂν − ∂νÂ
λ
)
, (114)
it follows from (112) that
∂µM̂
µλρ =
(
∂µÂν − ∂νÂµ
)(
θλα∂
αÂµ∂ρÂν − θρα∂
αÂµ∂λÂν
)
, (115)
which shows that the criterion (111) is satisfied and not (113). Thus, the action (104) is
invariant under Lorentz transformations only when θ transforms as a tensor, which is like the
case of noncommutative electrodynamics in usual variables, considered in the previous section.
We shall now establish a connection between the two descriptions of noncommutative elec-
trodynamics considered here and in the previous section. The Lagrangian densities in the two
formulations are related by the map
L̂ = L +
1
4
θαβ∂β (AαFµνF
µν) . (116)
Since L̂ and L differ by a total-derivative term, we have Ŝ = S.
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Now we shall find the maps between T µν and T̂ µν as well as between Mµλρ and M̂µλρ. First
we apply the Seiberg–Witten map (74) on the right-hand side of Eq. (114) and take into account
Eq. (85) to get
∂L̂
∂(∂µÂλ)
=
∂L
∂(∂µAλ)
+ θαµF λσ∂σAα + θ
αλF σµFσα − θ
αβ∂β(AαF
λµ) +
1
4
θλµFκσF
κσ. (117)
Using the maps (74), (116) and (117), we get a map9 between T̂ µν (108) and T µν (79):
T̂ µν = T µν + θαµ
(
F λσ∂σAα∂
νAλ +
1
4
FλρF
λρ∂νAα
)
+ θαβ
[
1
2
F λµ∂λAα∂
νAβ − ∂β
(
AαF
λµ
)
∂νAλ −
1
4
ηµν∂β
(
AαFλρF
λρ
)
−
1
2
AαF
λµ∂ν (∂βAλ + Fβλ)
]
. (118)
Similarly, using the maps (74), (117) and (118), we get a map between M̂µλρ (112) and Mµλρ
(80):
M̂µλρ =Mµλρ +Mµλρ
(θ)
−Mµρλ
(θ)
, (119)
where
Mµλρ(θ) = θ
λαFµσFσαA
ρ +
1
4
θλµAρFκσF
κσ
+ θαµ
[
F λσAρ∂σAα − x
ρ
(
F κσ∂σAα∂
λAκ +
1
4
FκσF
κσ∂λAα
)]
− θαβ
[
Aρ∂β
(
AαF
λµ
)
+
1
2
F λµAα (∂βA
ρ + Fβ
ρ)
+ xρ
(
1
2
F σµ∂σAα∂
λAβ − ∂
λAσ∂β (AαF
σµ)−
1
4
ηµλ∂β (AαFκσF
κσ)
−
1
2
AαF
σµ∂λ (∂βAσ + Fβσ)
)]
. (120)
It follows from Eq. (118) that
∂µT̂
µν = ∂µT
µν , (121)
where we have used the equation of motion, ∂µF
µν + O(θ) = 0. This shows the compatibility
of the criteria for translational invariance in the two descriptions, Eqs. (78), (83) and (109).
Next we show the compatibility of the criteria for Lorentz invariance. It follows from
Eq. (119) that
∂µM̂
µλρ = ∂µM
µλρ + θαλ
(
F σµFσα∂µA
ρ − F σµ∂σAα∂
ρAµ +
1
4
FκσF
κσF ρα
)
− θαρ
(
F σµFσα∂µA
λ − F σµ∂σAα∂
λAµ +
1
4
FκσF
κσF λα
)
, (122)
9A similar map among the symmetric energy–momentum tensors is defined in Ref. [30]. Note that the energy–
momentum tensors considered here follow from Noether’s prescription.
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where again the equation of motion, ∂µF
µν + O(θ) = 0, has been used. Now we use the maps
(74) and (122) on the left-hand side of Eq. (111) to obtain
∂µM̂
µλρ −
(
∂µÂν − ∂νÂµ
)(
θλα∂
αÂµ∂ρÂν − θρα∂
αÂµ∂λÂν
)
= ∂µM
µλρ − θλαFµν
(
FµαF νρ +
1
4
FµνF ρα
)
+ θραFµν
(
FµαF νλ +
1
4
FµνF λα
)
. (123)
Thus, the left-hand side of criterion (111) goes over to the left-hand side of criterion (82)
under the Seiberg–Witten maps, which shows the compatibility of the two criteria for Lorentz
invariance when θ transforms as a tensor. Turning to the case when θ does not transform, we
now apply the maps (74) and (122) on the left-hand side of the criterion (113):
∂µM̂
µλρ −
1
2
θλα
(
∂µÂν − ∂νÂµ
)
∂µ
[
Âα
(
2∂ρÂν − ∂νÂρ
)
− Âρ
(
2∂αÂν − ∂νÂα
)]
+
1
2
θρα
(
∂µÂν − ∂νÂµ
)
∂µ
[
Âα
(
2∂λÂν − ∂νÂλ
)
− Âλ
(
2∂αÂν − ∂νÂα
)]
= ∂µM
µλρ +
1
4
θλα [∂
α (AρFκσF
κσ)− ∂ρ (AαFκσF
κσ)]
−
1
4
θρα
[
∂α
(
AλFκσF
κσ
)
− ∂λ (AαFκσF
κσ)
]
. (124)
Thus, the left-hand side of criterion (113) goes over to the left-hand side of criterion (84) up to
total-derivative terms. The origin of these total-derivative terms is presumably due to the fact
that L̂ and L are not exactly equal but differ by a total-derivative term, Eq.(116).
We shall now show that using the Noether charges
P̂µ =
∫
d3x T̂ 0µ, Ĵµν =
∫
d3x M̂0µν , (125)
and the canonical equal-time Poisson brackets {Âµ(t,x), π̂
ν(t,y)} = δνµδ
3(x−y), we can generate
the transformations of the dynamical variables Âi and π̂i:{
Âi, Q̂V
}
= LV Âi,
{
π̂i, Q̂V
}
= LV π̂
i. (126)
The canonical momenta of the theory are
π̂0 = −θ0i∂iÂj
(
∂0Âj − ∂jÂ0
)
, (127)
π̂i = ∂iÂ0 − ∂0Âi − θkl∂kÂ
0∂lÂ
i
− θ0l
(
∂0Â
0∂lÂ
i − 2∂lÂ
0∂0Â
i + ∂lÂ0∂
iÂ0 + ∂iÂk∂lÂk − ∂
kÂi∂lÂk
)
. (128)
As in the previous section, here also we set θ0i = 0, so that the above definitions simplify to
π̂0 = 0, (129)
π̂i = ∂iÂ0 − ∂0Âi − θkl∂kÂ
0∂lÂ
i. (130)
It follows from the definitions (108), (112) and (130) that
T̂ 00 = π̂i∂iÂ
0 −
1
2
π̂iπ̂i −
1
2
∂iÂj
(
∂iÂj − ∂jÂi
)
− θkl
[
π̂i∂kÂ
0∂lÂ
i + ∂kÂ
i∂lÂ
j∂iÂj
]
, (131)
T̂ 0i = π̂j∂iÂj, (132)
M̂00i = −T̂ 00xi − π̂iÂ0 + x0π̂j∂iÂj , (133)
M̂0ij = π̂iÂj − xj π̂k∂iÂk − π̂
jÂi + xiπ̂k∂jÂk. (134)
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After some algebra, we find that{
Âi, P̂µ
}
= L∂µÂi,
{
Âi, Ĵµν
}
= Lx[µ∂ν]Âi, (135)
and likewise for π̂i, which proves Eq. (126). We also find that{
P̂i, P̂j
}
= 0, (136){
P̂i, Ĵkl
}
= ηikP̂l − ηilP̂k, (137){
Ĵij , Ĵkl
}
= ηjkĴil + ηilĴjk − ηikĴjl − ηjlĴik, (138)
from where it follows that{
Q̂U , Q̂V
}
= Q̂[U,V ], (139)
where we have restricted to kinematical generators (P̂i and Ĵij) only. Thus we see that although
∂0Q̂V 6= 0 (for rotations and boosts), we still have Eqs. (126) and (139). This is necessary for
establishing the dynamical consistency of the transformations.
Finally, we would like to mention that for the choice (103) of θ, Eq. (115) gives ∂µM̂
µ23 = 0
and ∂µM̂
µ01 = 0. The criterion (113) for Lorentz invariance when θ does not transform is not
compatible with Eq. (115) in general. However, for this particular choice of θ the criterion (113)
also gives ∂µM̂
µ23 = 0 and ∂µM̂
µ01 = 0. Thus, Lorentz invariance is partially restored.
6 Conclusions
We have derived, starting from a first-principle Noether-like approach, criteria for preserving
Poincare´ invariance in a noncommutative gauge theory with a constant noncommutativity pa-
rameter θ. The criterion for translational invariance was the same irrespective of whether θ
transformed as a second-rank tensor or was the same constant in all frames. This criterion was
then shown to hold by performing an explicit check. Thus, as expected, translational invariance
was valid.
The issue of Lorentz invariance (invariance under rotations and boosts) was quite subtle.
Here we found distinct criteria depending on the nature of transformation of θ. An explicit
check using the equations of motion confirmed the particular criterion for Lorentz invariance
when θµν transformed as covariant second-rank tensor. Thus Lorentz invariance was preserved
only for a transforming θ.
We have also shown that all the transformations are dynamically consistent. The Noether
charges generated the appropriate transformations on the phase-space variables. These charges
also satisfied the desired Lie brackets among themselves.
The complete analysis was done in both the commutative and noncommutative descriptions.
By the use of suitable Seiberg–Witten-type maps, compatibility among the results found in the
two descriptions was established.
The criteria for Lorentz invriance found here were also consistent with the fact that, for
a constant non-transforming θ having special values, the symmetry group breaks down to
SO(1, 1) × SO(2), a subgroup of the Lorentz group.
The present analysis fits in with the general notions of observer versus particle Lorentz
transformations. As is known, usually (without a background) these two approaches to Lorentz
symmetry agree. In the presence of a background, this equivalence fails since the background
(here θµν) transforms as a tensor under observer Lorentz transformations but as a set of scalars
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under particle Lorentz transformations. The effect of observer and particle Lorentz transforma-
tions was captured here by the distinct set of criteria (Eqs. (82) and (84) in the commutative
description and Eqs. (111) and (113) in the noncommutative description) obtained for a trans-
forming or a non-transforming θ. Lorentz symmetry was preserved only for a transforming θ
which conforms to observer Lorentz transformations.
The analysis of Lorentz symmetry in the presence of the background field θ seems to parallel
the discussion of gauge symmetry10 in the presence of a background magnetic field B.11 In the
present treatment, Lorentz symmetry of the action is preserved although there may not be a
conserved generator.12 Likewise, gauge symmetry of the action, say for a particle moving in
the presence of background magnetic field, is preserved although a generator, like the Gauss
operator, does not exist, since there is no dynamical piece for the gauge field.
Finally, we mention that the present analysis refers to the standard realization of Poincare´
symmetry over trivial co-commutative Hopf algebra of fields. The principal result, that the
Lorentz symmetry is restored for a suitably transforming θ, is expected within such a scheme.
Recently it has been shown [11, 12] that for constant θ, an explicit twisted Poincare´ symmetry
is realized within the twisted Hopf algebra of fields.
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